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ABSTRACT 

Nb3Sn, a widely-adopted superconducting material, suffers from fragility and sensitivity to strain. 

An elongation of 0.7% may lead to the irreversible failure of Nb3Sn strands. Therefore, the stress and 

strain analysis of superconductors has attracted much attention from researchers. Many studies have 

anticipated these drawbacks to be greatly influenced by thermal expansion mismatch between the Nb3Sn 

superconducting phase and matrix. X-ray diffraction (XRD) stress analysis was executed on a heat 

treated bronze strand at room temperature and its average axial residual stress was measured to 

be −135.7 MPa with fluctuation of about 300 MPa. The considerable stress fluctuation 

phenomenon may originate from diffusion, which was supported by electron probe 

microanalysis (EPMA) results. This work highlights the importance of component distribution 

on the stress status of a superconducting strand, and can supplement the thermal mismatch 

model. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Since discovered in 1911, superconductors experienced great development. New superconducting 

materials [1]–[7] continually produce new transition temperature records and better high-field 

performance, promoting the practical application of superconductors. Nevertheless, superconductivity 

is often modulated by strain or stress status. For example, an elongation of 0.7% may lead to the 

irreversible failure of Nb3Sn strands [8], which are widely adopted in magnets for their high-field 

performance. Therefore, the stress analysis of superconductors has attracted much attention from 

researchers.  

Research on stress analysis and superconductivity-strain relationship appears in large quantity, but 

the problem is still far from fully settled. Incorrect allowance may result in over prediction of cable 

performance [9]. Most study on SC strand emphasized the stress from thermal mismatch, especially 

during changes from room temperature [10, 11] or heat treatment temperature [11, 12] to working 

temperature. One of the commonly used assumptions is that stress will totally vanish at the reaction 

temperature and thermal mismatch will dominate the residual stress produced during the cooling process. 

It is very interesting that researchers adopting different plastic parameters and different models have 

obtained the same result that SC phases experience a 0.28% compression. Ahoranta et al. [13] considered 

more details about two- and three-dimensional geometries to develop various multiscale modeling skills, 

and discussed the heat treatment temperature at which the residual stress would vanish.   

Recently, we conducted X-ray diffraction (XRD) stress analysis on a superconducting (SC) strand 

at room temperature. The average axial residual stress was −135.7 MPa with fluctuation of about 300 

MPa. The XRD result did not seem to support the estimation of thermal mismatch, which predicted that 

the outer bronze shell should suffer a rather even and smooth tensile stress. Thus, there may be other 
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important factor affecting the stress in the strand besides the thermal mismatch. In fact, stoichiometric 

distribution may lead to such great fluctuation.  

 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

To measure the residual stress in an Nb3Sn strand after heat treatment, XRD stress analysis (X-

350A, Stress Technologies Co., Ltd, China.) was applied to a heat-treated bronze Nb3Sn strand (FSW-

NSN-90, Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd., Japan) to test the normal stress along the axis of the strand. 

Electron probe X-ray microanalysis (JEOL JXA-8230, Japan) was also employed to inspect the local 

concentration of each component. The specimen was a single wire. The heat treatment schedule is: heat 

up by 1 K/h to 973 K, keep 973 K for 100 hours and then cool down to room temperature by 1 K/h. 

2.1 XRD stress measurements 

The specimen was fixed onto a two-dimensional translation stage which can move along both axial 

and transversal direction with a known distance between two tests. Axial translation of the stage controls 

the measuring position on the specimen and transversal translation helps ensure that the light spot lies 

exactly on the measuring position of the specimen. The specimen was slightly curved (deflection less 

than 1.0 mm, far smaller than the total axial length of 60.0 mm) because it was stored and transported 

as a coil. No efforts were made to straighten the strand, and the strand was handled carefully to ensure 

that no external loading or extra stress were introduced. Tested points were spaced along the axis at an 

interval of 10 mm. Each tested point was measured at least twice and the region around 30 mm was 

measured in detail. 

The sin2ψ analysis method was adopted in this work. The basic principle of this method is 

schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a). When a specimen is loaded with tensile stress, it will elongate 

along the loading axis while shrinking perpendicularly to the loading direction because of Poisson’s 

effect. The free surface of the specimen will undergo a two-dimensional stress status. If the specimen 

consists of small-enough grains, the interplanar distance of the lattice planes perpendicular to the 

external load will increase, while that of the lattice planes parallel to the external load (also parallel to 

surface of the specimen in this case) will decrease. Thus, measuring the diffraction angle from different 

incident angles will yield the stress in the strand. For a detailed derivation, please refer to Ref. [14]. 

Equation (1) gives the expression used to calculate the stress.  

       2
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          (1) 

where  is the diffraction angle,   is the angle between the normal direction of the sample 
surface and the plane containing injection ray and reflection ray. The footnote   denotes the 
angle between measurement direction and x axis. K is a constant determined by Young’s 
modulus E , Poisson’s ratio , original diffraction angle 0  (in degree) under experiment X-ray 
wave length and is usually available for common material in handbooks.  

 

 

Figure 1: XRD stress measurements:  
(a) Schematic of experimental setup, (b) axial stress measured by XRD. 
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This method adopts low-energy diffraction which is nondestructive, and relatively 
convenient. The stress value is calculated with a derivative, so knowing the standard peak 
position is not necessary. Uncertainty in the measurement is calculated from the deviation of 
the 2θ-sin2ψ plot from a perfect line. The diffraction measurements were carried out at 0°, 24.2°, 

35.3°, and 45° inclining angle. Because the signal obtained at each angle was weak, we employed a 2° 

waggling to improve the signal intensity. A Cr target was used. Bronze has a peak around 125.2° with 

this target, and the corresponding stress constant is −444 MPa/°, adopted in this experiment. A spot size 

of 0.1 mm was selected, and the affected depth was 1 μm according to the manufacturer. The spot size 

is sufficiently small compared to the outer radius of the strand. In our tests the full width of half 

maximum (FWHM) usually lay between 1.1˚ to 2.1˚. Based on Scherrer’s equation, the grain size ranges 

from 120 nm to 240 nm, comparatively small for this XRD test. 

Fig. 1(a) shows the test principle and Fig 1(b) shows data with uncertainty within 80 MPa. The average 

of data listed in Fig 1(b) was −135.7 MPa along axis with a standard variation of 161 MPa. One fifth of 

the XRD results were well aligned, others were concave or zigzag-shaped on the other hand, XRD 

analysis of an unreacted strand of the same type revealed that the residual stress along the axis was 2 

MPa±45 MPs, which is small compared with that of the heat-treated strand. To ensure the reliability of 

stress analysis using XRD technique, the comparing between theoretical analysis and experimental 

results only used the well-aligned 2θ-sin2ψ plots to calculate stress in the following sections. 

2.2 Local concentration from EPMA measurements 

To observe the cross-section of the strand, we cut a piece of strand, embedded it in epoxy, 

and then polished it after XRD. The specimen was conductively coated with carbon. EPMA 

emits an ultra-thin electron beam that interacts with samples, causing them to emit X-rays at 

wavelengths characteristic to their component elements. EPMA can be applied to a point, a line, 

or an area, with precision from high to low. The precision of EPMA point analysis can be as 

high as 100 parts per million (ppm). Fig 2 shows the cross section of the tested specimen under 

optical microscope.  

The use of EPMA has two main aspects of importance. First, material parameters are calculated or 

corrected with weighted averages. For bronze, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are calculated with 

empirical formulae [11]. For elastic parameters and thermal expansion coefficient, weighted averages 

are enough to describe the mechanical characteristics. Second, each component in the strand has a certain 

amount of impurities. The impurity elements will insert or embed themselves into the original lattice 

and distort it, resulting in strain as well as stress. So the stoichiometric distribution has a significant 

influence on the local stress status. This stress is described as diffusion induced stress in materials 

suffering from oxidation problems and lithium ion battery systems and has received much attention. The 

phenomenon widely exists in heterogeneous systems. 

 

 
Figure 2: The cross section of the tested specimen under optical microscope. 

 

Uneven composite concentration, which can be studied by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), 

will also lead to diffusion stress [5]. EPMA results are shown in Table 1. We showed that each phase 

was actually a mixture of main components and others. For example, more than 3 at. % Ta existed in 

the Nb core, which may have had a positive role on reaction and grain size control. The superconducting 

phase had an atomic Nb-Sn ratio higher than 3:1, implying that some unreacted Nb may have been 

presented, while the bronze matrix contained remaining Sn. The Ta barrier separated the Nb and 

prevented it from reacting with Sn in the bronze matrix but was permeated by Cu. Taking the main 
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composition as the solvent and other elements as solutes, the concentration of the outer bronze shell had 

a standard deviation of 0.196%. The considerable stress fluctuation phenomenon may originate from 

diffusion, which was supported by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) results. 

 

 

 Nb (at. %) Sn (at. %) Ta (at. %) Cu (at. %) 

Bronze mantle 0.00 2.99 0.15 96.86 

Matrix 0.59 1.82 0.20 97.39 

Nb3Sn phase 74.26 17.14 3.28 5.31 

Unreacted Nb 91.48 0.95 3.55 3.97 

Ta Barrier 0.91 0.00 92.74 6.33 

Nb barrier 98.58 0.01 0.15 1.20 

Copper core 0.00 0.02 0.15 99.78 

Component in each area should sum up to be 100%. The possible error comes from incomplete 

possible element settings and facility errors. 

Table 1: Typical EPMA results in each component. 

 

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

Thermal mismatch is well known to be an important factor in superconductor heat treatment 

processes, but only thermal mismatch alone cannot explain the stress fluctuation and concentration 

distribution may have the same importance. 

From Table I, we can see that in Nb3Sn phase and other material there exist a certain amount of 

impurities. The impurities may either replace atoms in original lattice or insert between lattice planes, 

or acting as inclusions, in either case resulting in volume mismatch and thus heterogeneity. 

Heterogeneity introduces residual stress in a structure, which is often ignored in general structural 

analysis. However, concentration gradient acts like a deformation mismatch. This is analogous to a well-

constrained matrix containing inclusions of some size inserted randomly within the whole domain and 

thus leading to a certain amount of deformation, which will lead to a fluctuating stress field [15]. In 

axisymmetric systems, the stress-concentration relationship is  

    2

0
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cr

D cr Er r c r dr c r 
   ,   (9)  

where ( )D r  is the axial stress as a function of position in the cross-section, ( )c r  is local 

concentration in atom percentage, cr  is the radius of systems, E  and   are Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio, respectively. 

For a more universal system, we altered (9) to 
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, (10)  

in which A  is area and dA  is infinitesimal area element at position p , ( )c p , ( )E p , and ( ) p  are all 

local material properties, and   represents the total cross-section. The estimated stresses in each 

component based on (10) often go up to several GPas, but will release during heat treatment, which 

will be discussed in the following section. However, heat treatment can not erase all the heterogeneity, 

and stress gradient in local area remains. When local concentration changes, stress should also follow 

(10) and change. The last column of Table 2 shows how much stress change is when local impurity 

volume percentage increase by 1%.  

 

 

  
Impurity 

volume (%) 

Area weight 

(%) 

Elastic modulus 

(GPa) 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

Stress change 

(MPa) 

L1 
Nb 8.5% 1.8% 105.0 0.38 -530.3 

Nb3Sn 29.1% 7.0% 126.1 0.32 -636.9 

L2 Nb 12.3% 2.3% 105.0 0.38 -530.3 
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Nb3Sn 26.2% 10.8% 127.1 0.32 -641.8 

L3 
Nb 8.5% 2.2% 105.0 0.38 -530.3 

Nb3Sn 19.8% 13.1% 129.0 0.32 -651.3 

L4 
Nb 9.5% 0.9% 105.0 0.38 -530.3 

Nb3Sn 15.3% 10.0% 130.3 0.31 -658.1 

Bronze 

matrix 
3.7% 35.4% 128.2 0.34 -647.3 

Nb barrier 1.4% 5.8% 105.0 0.38 -530.3 

Ta barrier 7.2% 1.9% 180.0 0.34 -909.1 

Copper core 0.2% 8.7% 128.1 0.34 -647.0 

Table 2: stress change is when local impurity volume percentage increase by 1% 

 
As mentioned above, EPMA shows that the concentration of the outer bronze shell had a standard 

deviation of 0.196%, from Table 2 we can predict the stress standard deviation due to concentration 

change is 126.9MPa. 

 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

 From the results obtained above, we conclude that the stress field in an SC strand is affected not 

only thermal mismatch but also concentration distribution. Other possible factors include volume change 

mismatch and deformation history. Here we discuss some details of the experiments, and compare the 

influence from thermal mismatch with that of other mechanisms. 

The influence of the original curvature of the sample was not salient. As mentioned, the deflection of 

the experimental sample is 1.0 mm over its total length of 60.0 mm, implying that its radius of curvature 

was 900 mm. Because the strand diameter was 0.80 mm, the residual strain introduced will be no more 

than 0.05%, negligible compared with that induced by stoichiometric factors.  

Diffraction techniques were also adopted in previous studies, but as strain gauges rather than for 

typical stress analysis. X-rays ejected perpendicularly to the specimen axis can be used to directly obtain 

the lattice constants and compare them with standard values, which are often difficult to determine under 

different elemental compositions. In our analysis, we employed four diffraction measurements (two 

required at least) from different injection angles at each point. As a result, the stress measurement plots 

suffered from random disturbance less and could provide uncertainty information. However, large grains 

caused by the heat treatment can disturb the diffraction output.  

XRD method is adopted in this paper to reveal the stress status, regardless of whether the measured 
area undergoes elastic or elasto-plastic deformation, although it is based on elastic theory. We take XRD 
as a convincible method because of two aspects. First, XRD stress analysis is feasible only where 
elasticity dominate. If the measured area exists high degree of plastic deformation, local lattice may 
change into disorder, XRD will not give out clear peak for calculation and we cannot analyze using this 
method. Second, plastic deformation and XRD test may happen at different scales. Plastic deformation 
is defined on macroscale, while XRD measures lattice spacing which has a smaller gauge length. 
Although from macroscale, one piece of area may deform plastically but some local tiny area within is 
still elastic, which will enable the XRD analysis. The local elastic zone should reach an equilibrium with 
surrounding plastic zones in stress. In this way, XRD reveals the real stress status. 

Some XRD measurements and EPMA-based evaluations gave a stress value beyond the yielding stress, 

which may trigger additional confusion. Two possibilities can lead to this phenomenon: first, local stress 

status is hydrostatically dominant; second, when grain size is small enough, yielding stress can reach far 

beyond engineering yielding stress. In our experiments, local stress exceeding the yielding point is 

conceivable. The general yielding information is acquired through the engineering stress-strain 

relationship, which ignores necking and thus gives out a value smaller than reality. Since the measured 

grain size is 100 nm to 240 nm, the yielding strength can be as high as 400 MPa, according to Conrad’s 

work [16].High stress will persist until grains start sliding or rotating, leading to more a complicated 

stress status and a correspondingly complex XRD plot.  
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5 CONCLUSION 

XRD and EPMA were used to study the residual stress in Nb3Sn bronze strands experimentally. 

The XRD measurements showed that the mean axial residual stress in the sample was −135.7 MPa, with 

a fluctuation on the order of 300 MPa. EPMA revealed a concentration fluctuation along the samples 

surface. Taking diffusion into consideration explained the violent stress fluctuation, supported by the 

EPMA results. The results of FEM simulations considering the whole heat treatment process were 

consistent with the measured XRD average stress. This work highlights the importance of component 

distribution on the stress status of a superconducting strand, and can supplement the thermal mismatch 

model. It might be a new perspective to study stress and deformation of metal matrix composites by 

considering volume change and stoichiometric distribution. 
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